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Abstract:

In the context of the upcoming SAOCOM remote sensing mission, the issue
of  augmenting  the  observation  capabilities  of  CONAE´s  main  SAR
instrument using formation flying techniques has been considered. We here
study a configuration where the SAR observation swath is being revisited by
one or more secondary satellites equipped with nadir pointing optical and/or
infrared cameras. Since the SAR swath lies to the side of the main satellite
ground track, it does not correspond to a ground track of any natural orbit.
Also, the scale of the swath is an order of magnitude wider than the cross
section generated by the field of view of the cameras. Hence, a distributed
space platform consisting of several satellites taking turns passing over the
swath is proposed, and the overall feasibility of such a mission is evaluated.
The design of the required orbits for the distributed platform is addressed
under the assumption of a shared launcher, leading to shared semi major
axis,  eccentricity  and inclination  sun synchronous orbits.  Using the main
SAR  instrument  observation  targets’  timings  and  locations  as  inputs,  a
method to obtain  the geometry of  the distributed platform is presented.
Given a set of targets on the swath to be observed, and timings for these
observations,  analytic  tools  to  specify  the  geometry  of  the  distributed
platform to actually visit them at the required timestamps are provided. This
can be used to obtain timed interval observations of a single target, or to
obtain simultaneous imaging snapshots of a SAR target zone. The above
results can be further exploited to obtain multi static observation of scenes
on  the  swath,  thus  enabling  the  recovery  of  physical  properties  of  the
targets that would not be possible using single observations. The distributed
platform may be subjected to geometric reconfigurations to meet different
observation  objectives  during  the  mission  lifetime,  for  example  target
relocation or different timed observations requirements. One-off or routine
reconfiguration maneuvers may also be needed. Taking on the guidance and
control problem, the distributed platform is controlled using relative control
and navigation techniques. The Virtual Chief concept is introduced as a way
to specify reference orbits for the members of the platform in such a way
that the revisit objectives for the given targets are met. This Virtual Chief
follows a conservative-only orbit, which can be treated with deterministic
tools, leaving the dissipative forces such as drag, radiation pressure, etc. to
be treated as perturbations. The design of the conservative orbit is treated
as a guidance problem, while the tracking of this orbit to correct for non-
periodic perturbation forces is treated as a control problem. Analytic tools to
design the Virtual Chief reference orbit are presented. The osculating orbit
elements guaranteeing target revisit  are obtained, and the corresponding
mean  orbit  elements  are  then  computed  using  the  osculating-to-mean



transformation. Control strategies enabling autonomous orbit keeping (AOK)
and optimal reconfiguration maneuvers are considered, evaluating the need
for precise orbit determination and precise onboard orbit propagation. Safe
geometric  reconfiguration  procedures  of  the  distributed  platform  are
explored. Control strategies to track these geometries are foreseen using
both impulsive and hybrid  continuous/impulsive strategies  to  allow for  a
mixed thruster/electric propulsion scheme. Control performance is assessed
using the distance to the reference ground track as a metric. Simulations
showing these results and exploring the relative performance trade-offs of
the  presented  design  approaches  are  shown,  with  examples  of  different
target revisit and timed observations scenarios. Fuel consumption assuming
a small 12kg mass for each member of the platform is shown. The modular
simulation scheme presents drag, solar pressure and J2 perturbations but
allows for  additional  refinement  to  test  the  same testbed under  a  more
detailed environment and perturbation cases. The same modular scheme is
used to perform sensitivity analysis evaluating the relative weight of the
different  perturbations  against  gross  fuel  consumption  and  tracking
performance. Latitude derived actuation weighting is explored as a way to
reduce fuel consumption.


